Customer journey analysis:

Tailwind for the display channel

Neckermann Reisen is a long-standing advertising
partner and user of travel audience’s data-driven
travel advertising platform. With the aim of making
all of their advertising channels more transparent,
Neckermann Reisen decided to use the Exactag
solution for customer journey analysis and attribution.
In this way, the online marketing mix was captured
consistently and inspirational online campaigns
were fairly assessed.

The challenge
Let’s assume some popular holiday hotel in the
Mediterranean hopes to make more targeted use of
its advertising budget. It takes a poll and discovers
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that 75% of their guests come by shuttle bus, 20%
take a taxi and around 5% walk to the hotel or are
driven there in a private vehicle. The hotel decides it
will place its future advertising mainly on shuttle buses.
Sounds logical? Of course not, because travelers do
not typically choose their hotel accommodation at
the destination airport.
Nevertheless, this is just the approach many online
marketers take. They often focus their marketing
activities on marketing channels that are very closely
connected to the booking moment, attributing
marketing success according to the so-called lastclick principle. That said, customers do not necessarily
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decide on a trip when they are on their way to the
booking page. Rather, they draw inspiration from
online magazine articles, advertising banners on
topic-specific websites, blogs, videos and more other
sources before booking. When looking from a last-click
perspective, the contribution of these contact points
to the decision-making process is usually neglected.
It was precisely this inspiration phase that concerned
Neckermann Reisen, the second-largest tour
operator in Germany and a brand of Thomas
Cook Touristik GmbH in Oberursel. It employs
the entire online marketing mix and has been
collaborating successfully with travel audience

The project

and its data-driven travel advertising platform
for years, with a focus on its main destinations,
especially package tours and hotel-only offerings
in the Mediterranean.
“A very performance-oriented approach is used to
calibrate classic online marketing channels,” says
Timo Baumgarten, Online Partner Marketing Manager
at Thomas Cook. “But we want to capture users in
the inspiration phase through display advertising,
social media and content marketing. Our goal is to
consistently capture, analyze and fairly assess all
touch points the users have with our brand in their
decision-making process.”

To achieve this goal, Neckermann decided to
use Exactag to capture and analyze the online
customer journey across all channels. This
technology provides a comprehensive tool that
evaluates all marketing channels and their
performance, capturing every time an ad is
displayed, i.e., not just clicks but also views.
The contact chain is compiled into a customer
journey, and in doing so, the tool not only adds up
the contacts, but also captures their value and
visualizes them in an easy and intuitive manner.
All data is processed anonymously in accordance
with German data protection guidelines.
The tracking function captures all points of
contact with users, enabling the reconstruction

of the entire customer journey for every booking.
This works, because the advertising coming from
travel audience -via the demand-side platform
and the Premium Publisher Network - is combined
with attribution functions. Neckermann Reisen
therefore sees where its customers viewed online
advertising and the path that brought them to the
tour operator’s booking page.

The performance of the collaboration between
Neckermann Reisen and travel audience was further
enhanced through the use of dynamic banners. In
addition to targeting and segmentation opportunities
from travel audience, the campaign became even
more pinpointed through up-to-date dynamic prices,
multiplying click and conversion rates vis-à-vis a
static set of banners.

Timo Baumgarten
Online Partner Marketing Manager Thomas Cook AG:

The value of travel audience‘s work and campaigns has been confirmed.
“By using customer journey tracking, we obtain a holistic view of all
online marketing campaigns and see that we can attribute more
value to the push channels and inspirational campaigns,” says Timo
Baumgarten. “The comprehensive view of all campaigns in the customer
journey analysis and the dynamic attribution of advertising effectiveness
enables us to make a fair assessment of each individual touch point.

The optimization of the online marketing mix led to a much better use of the budget,
and we significantly increased traffic, conversions and reach with travel audience.”
Alexander Trieb
CEO travel audience:

“With classic last-click attribution, we already know before the start
of a collaboration, that it will take us additional effort to show
the effectiveness of the display advertising channel. Fortunately,
customers with display experience are aware of this, and the
industry is eager for good attribution solutions,” says Alexander
Trieb, CEO of travel audience. “The customer journey analysis
shows that travel audience is crucial for bringing assisted
conversions. We are happy that neutral attribution solutions cast
a proper light on our work and that we can concentrate more on the
campaigns and contribute to our clients’ growth. We are pleased that
Neckermann Reisen took this step and hope other advertisers will follow.”

To put it in a nutshell, by looking at all touch points, Neckermann Reisen is able to fairly assess travel
audience’s true advertising impact and expand the collaboration.
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